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8 ABSTRACT: The breaking of hydrogen bonds in molecular
9 systems has profound effects on liquids, e.g., water, biomolecules
10 (e.g., DNA), etc., and so it is no exaggeration to assert the
11 importance of these bonds to living systems. However, despite
12 years of extensive research on hydrogen bonds, many of the
13 details of how these bonds break and the corresponding energy
14 redistribution processes remain poorly understood. Here we
15 report extensive experimental and theoretical insights into the
16 breakup of two or three hydrogen bonds of the dissociation of a
17 paradigm system of a hydrogen-bonded network, the ring HCl trimer. Experimental state-to-state vibrational predissociation
18 dynamics of the trimer following vibrational excitation were studied by using velocity map imaging and resonance-enhanced
19 multiphoton ionization, providing dissociation energies and product state distributions for the trimer’s breakup into three
20 separate monomers or into dimer + monomer. Accompanying the experiments are high-level calculations using diffusion Monte
21 Carlo and quasiclassical simulations, whose results validate the experimental ones and further elucidate energy distributions in the
22 products. The calculations make use of a new, highly accurate potential energy surface. Simulations indicate that the dissociation
23 mechanism requires the excitation to first relax into low-frequency motions of the trimer, resulting in the breaking of a single
24 hydrogen bond. This allows the system to explore a critical van der Waals minimum region from which dissociation occurs
25 readily to monomer + dimer.

I. INTRODUCTION

26 The hydrogen bond (H-bond) is the most pervasive bond in
27 nature. It holds the strands of DNA together1 as well as provide
28 the “glue” for water.2 Not surprisingly all aspects of this bond,
29 including its formation and breakup, have been of ongoing
30 interest to both theoreticians and experimentalists for over a
31 century.3−6 This desire to understand H-bonding has prompted
32 the study of several paradigm systems for which the energetics
33 and dynamics can be interrogated exhaustively, with the bulk of
34 the work focused on dimers of water and other small hydride
35 molecules.7−18 Recently, impressive progress has been made
36 toward detailed studies of prototypical H-bonded systems
37 larger than dimers.19−28 These studies stand to reveal much
38 more about the dissociation dynamics of H-bonded networks
39 and the cooperative nature of these interactions.
40 The hydrogen chloride trimer, (HCl)3, is an ideal prototype
41 for such detailed studies.25−35 Each of the three HCl monomers
42 of the trimer can accept and donate one hydrogen bond
43 forming an effective “closed shell” of H-bonds in a stable
44 triangularly bound geometry.30 This configuration, due to its
45 symmetry, is characterized by a single infrared active H−Cl
46 stretch frequency. The stretch fundamental frequency has been
47 measured with high-resolution spectroscopy in the gas phase at
48 2810 cm−1 27,28 and recently determined with ab initio
49 anharmonic analysis.36,37 With this excitation energy, dissoci-

50ation can occur via two channels with excitation of just the H−
51Cl stretch fundamental.36 Breaking two hydrogen bonds leads
52to dimer + monomer fragments (Channel I), whereas breaking
53of three hydrogen bonds generates directly three monomers
54(Channel II). As will be shown below, the dissociation energies
55for these two channels are ∼1100 and ∼1500 cm−1,
56respectively. Sequential dissociation in which internally “hot”
57dimers formed in Channel I break up can also produce HCl
58monomers.
59In this study we combine quasiclassical trajectory (QCT)
60calculations with experiment, namely high-resolution and state-
61specific velocity map imaging (VMI), to describe, for the first
62time, the evolution of an H-bonded trimer from initial
63vibrational excitation to fragment internal and translational
64energy distributions. The complementary strengths of theory
65and experiment are enlisted to describe both energy transfer
66pathways and dissociation dynamics to multiple channels. We
67are able to determine accurate dissociation energies for
68channels I and II as well as the contributions of sequential
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69 dissociation processes and three-body cooperative interactions.
70 Accurate determinations of these dissociation energies are
71 accomplished using quantum diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
72 calculations. The calculations rely on the existence of an
73 accurate potential energy surface (PES) for the trimer, which
74 has been recently reported by Mancini and Bowman and tested
75 by calculating anharmonic vibrational energies of (HCl)3 and
76 short-time, nondissociative vibration-to-vibration (V−V) en-
77 ergy transfer.36 The VMI technique has been exploited before
78 to determine accurate values of bond dissociation energies (D0)
79 of dimers, which were in excellent agreement with theory, as
80 well as correlated product state distributions.8−11,17,18 This is
81 the first time that VMI is applied with the same accuracy to the
82 multichannel dissociation of a trimer and the results compared
83 directly to high-level calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
84 The HCl trimer was generated in a pulsed supersonic molecular
85 beam by expanding a mixture of 3.5% HCl and 10% Argon in
86 Helium (backing pressure of 2 atm) through the 0.5 mm orifice
87 of a pulsed valve (∼150 μs opening time) operating at 10 Hz.
88 HCl concentration and backing pressure were optimized to
89 maximize signal from the trimer and minimize formation of
90 higher clusters. Caution was exercised to avoid water
91 contamination during sample preparation or in the gas lines
92 as the more strongly bound complexes of HCl with water create
93 a broad background in the IR spectrum.
94 Vibrational predissociation (VP) of (HCl)3 was studied
95 following pulsed IR excitation. Rotationally excited HCl
96 fragments were ionized by (2+1) resonance-enhanced multi-
97 photon ionization (REMPI) and detected using time-of-flight
98 (TOF) mass spectrometry and VMI. Details of the
99 experimental procedures can be found in our previous
100 publications.8−11,17,18,20

101 In brief, a skimmed molecular beam of the trimer was
102 intersected at right angles by two counterpropagating IR and
103 UV laser beams. The IR radiation in the H−Cl stretch region of
104 the trimer (2810 cm−1)27,28 was generated using an OPO/OPA
105 system. IR frequencies were calibrated by measuring the well-
106 known absorption spectrum of the HCl monomer. IR power (1
107 mJ/pulse, ∼0.4 cm−1 width) and focusing conditions (40 cm
108 focal length lens) were optimized by recording the trimer’s IR
109 spectrum. UV radiation was generated by frequency doubling
110 the output of a tunable dye laser, and frequencies were
111 calibrated by the known REMPI spectrum of HCl. Spectra were
112 collected by alternating “IR on” and “IR off” conditions at each
113 frequency. In “IR on”, the IR laser was fired 70 ns before the
114 UV laser, whereas in “IR off”, the IR laser was fired 2 μs after
115 the UV laser.
116 Both the f3Δ2(v′=0) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0) and V 1Σ+(v′=11 and
117 12) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0) transitions were exploited for 2+1 REMPI
118 detection of HCl fragments. Only transitions via the V
119

1Σ+(v′=11 and 12) upper state were used to determine relative
120 populations, because the f state undergoes fast predissocia-
121 tion,38,39 and no signal can be observed for J″ > 8. For imaging
122 we used transitions via the f3Δ2 state whenever possible as
123 ionization via the V 1Σ+ state terminates in a dissociative state
124 of the ion,40 generating a broad background in the image. For
125 J″ = 10, 11 we had to use transitions via the V 1Σ+ state for
126 imaging, and a background subtraction method was employed
127 as described in the Supporting Information.
128 The VMI arrangement consists of a four-lens ion acceleration
129 assembly, a 60 cm field-free drift tube, and a microchannel plate

130(MCP) detector coupled to a CCD camera that monitors a
131phosphor screen.41,42 Two-dimensional projections of the ion
132cloud were collected using an event counting method and
133reconstructed to three-dimensional images using the BASEX
134method.43 Speed distributions were obtained by summing over
135the angular distribution for each radius, and were converted to
136c.m. translational energy (ET) distributions using momentum
137conservation, and the appropriate Jacobian (∝ET−1/2) and
138calibration constants.

III. THEORETICAL METHODS
139The PES used to describe (HCl)3 is an exact representation
140consisting of an experimentally accurate one-body, three
141semiempirical intrinsic two-body and a single high-level ab
142initio intrinsic three-body potential.36 Dissociation energies
143were calculated using the De values of the PES and also
144complete basis set (CBS) calculations, along with numerically
145exact zero-point energies computed using DMC simula-
146tions44,45 for the trimer and dimer and discrete variable
147calculations46 for the monomer. Additional details of the PES
148and the dissociation calculations are given in Supporting
149Information and in ref 36.
150Quasiclassical trajectories were propagated to obtain the
151dissociation dynamics of the HCl trimer system. Simulations
152were performed using the Verlet propagator with a 0.25 fs time
153step on the PES. The chosen time step resulted in an energy
154drift less than 7 cm−1 over the course of the simulations. Every
155trajectory was performed with zero-point energy (ZPE) and
156additional vibrational excitation energy of one local-monomer
157stretch; the details of this excitation will be discussed as the
158calculations are introduced. Note that (HCl)3 is a ring with
159each HCl equivalent. Initial conditions for each trajectory were
160selected by randomly sampling normal mode coordinates and
161momenta, subject to the energy of a particular mode and the
162constraint of zero total angular momentum. Once the
163vibrational energy was added to the system, the normal
164coordinates were converted to Cartesian coordinates and the
165velocities adjusted to set the total angular momentum and
166center-of-mass (c.m.) translational energy to zero. The
167dissociation of the trimer was monitored with respect to the
168three monomer’s c.m. distances. If all three distances were
169greater than 6.5 Å, then dissociation to three monomers
170occurred, but if one distance was less than 6.5 Å, then the
171trimer was labeled as dissociating to a dimer and monomer.
172This distance is sufficiently large for the intermolecular
173interaction to be negligible. Finally, trajectories giving any
174fragment (monomer or dimer) with less than ZPE were
175discarded.
176Initial explorations of dissociation dynamics, with trajectories
177initiated at the global minimum, led to the finding of
178nanosecond lifetimes for dissociation (consistent with the
179experimental line width27,28) but much shorter lifetimes for the
180H−Cl stretch V−V energy transfer following the initial
181vibrational excitation. As noted, initially each trimer is given
182ZPE plus an excitation energy to a given momomer stretch.
183Specifically, each normal mode was given a scaled harmonic
184energy so that the total ZPE equals the correct one determined
185from the DMC simulations, and one local H−Cl stretch mode
186was given its ZPE plus an additional energy of 2810 cm−1,
187corresponding to one quantum of excitation. An ensemble of
1885800 trajectories were run with these initial conditions and the
189energies of the local H−Cl stretches were monitored as a
190function of time. The ensemble-averaged HCl monomer
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191 excitation energies were monitored for roughly 250 ps and
192 ultimately fit using a single-exponential, E = b + ae−k0t, and
193 biexponential E = b + a1e

−k1t + a2e
−k2t functions. The two

194 functions were characterized by small fitting errors, less than
195 0.007 normalized energy units; however, the biexponential
196 functions were able to better describe the early decay than the
197 single exponential, as detailed below.
198 The next set of trajectories, using the same initial conditions
199 as above, were performed with the goal of elucidating the VP
200 mechanism. A set of 20 trajectories, each simulated for over 20
201 ns, were performed. Three of the trajectories dissociated to a
202 monomer and a dimer, but only one with at least ZPE in the
203 products. The remainder of the trajectories failed to dissociate.
204 Additional shorter time scale trajectories were performed to
205 collect dissociative “outlier” trajectories. This approach yielded
206 an additional six trajectories that dissociated to a monomer and
207 a dimer.
208 On the basis of the dissociative results, a “critical” open-chain
209 configuration was located from which dissociation occurred.
210 Details of this configuration are discussed below. A set of
211 trajectories starting from this critical geometry were performed
212 to study the energy distributions of the dissociated products.
213 These trajectories were initiated with scaled ZPE (using the
214 same scaling factor used at the minima) and the remaining
215 relaxed fundamental excitation energy microcanonically dis-
216 tributed among the nine low-frequency modes. A total of 100
217 000 trajectories were performed in this manner, each
218 propagated for 10 ps. In total 20 176 trajectories dissociated
219 to a monomer and a dimer.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

220 A. Calculations of Ground Vibrational State Wave
221 functions. The DMC simulations allow visualization of 3D
222 representations of the dimer and trimer vibrational ground state
223 wave functions. Isosurfaces characterizing the two clusters are

f1 224 given in Figure 1. The dimer ground state wave function is
225 highly delocalized across the two equivalent global minima
226 resulting in two “banana” shaped proton distributions. Relative
227 to the dimer, the trimer is much more localized with the
228 hydrogen bonds remaining unbroken in the ground state. The
229 protons are still delocalized about the global minimum
230 geometry forming three “mushroom” shaped proton distribu-
231 tions.
232 B. Theoretical Description of Vibration-to-Vibration
233 (V−V) Energy Transfer. The vibrational excitation that starts

234the predissociation process can be considered as being localized
235on a single monomer, which is coupled to the two other
236monomers via monomer−monomer couplings. The coupling
237results in V−V energy transfer between the three monomers.
238This ring V−V transfer has been used successfully to interpret
239high-resolution spectroscopic measurements of the H−Cl
240stretch fundamental.27,28 It has been also observed directly in
241calculations using the present PES classically in the harmonic
242limit with just one mode excited and all other modes at
243equilibrium classically and also using an Huckel/exciton model
244very similar to the one used in the experimental analysis. The
245result of both simulations is a short transfer time of ∼1 ps,
246followed by perfect recurrences.36 Here we examine this
247relaxation with the initial conditions described above. Plots of
248the vibrational energy relaxation and subsequent stretch
249 f2relaxation are given in Figure 2. We find that the transfer

250process occurs first with a rapid, ∼0.7 ps, energy transfer
251(similar to the previously observed harmonic energy transfer
252process36) where 14% of the initial energy is removed from the
253initial stretch. Then a subsequent, slower energy exchange
254occurs, which can be described by either a single exponential
255with a time constant of 44 ps or a biexponential with a fast and
256slow component of 15 and 77 ps, respectively. Over the course
257of the 250 ps trajectory, the original excitation energy
258distributes among the H−Cl stretching modes with virtually
259no transfer of energy to the intermolecular modes. We do not
260observe the harmonic classical recurrences mentioned above,

Figure 1. Isosurface representations of the HCl dimer (left) and trimer (right) ground state wave functions.

Figure 2. Vibrational energy decay and subsequent excitation of local
H−Cl stretch.
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261 very likely because the present simulations are anharmonic and
262 also because the ZPE motion in the intramolecular modes
263 distorts the perfect planar ring configuration.
264 C. Measurements of IR Action Spectra of the Trimer.
265 Infrared action spectra of the HCl trimer in the region of the
266 H−Cl stretch were obtained by monitoring HCl photofrag-
267 ments in selected rotational states by 2+1 REMPI while
268 scanning the IR laser frequency (action spectra), as was done
269 previously for other clusters.8−11,17,18,20

270 Cyclic (H35Cl)3 has only one IR active stretch fundamental,
271 and our observed sub-bands and band origin (2808.5 cm−1)
272 match quite well with the previously reported high-resolution
273 gas phase spectra of 2809.8 cm−1,27,28,31 and with the recently
274 determined theoretical value (2814 cm−1).36 The IR action
275 spectra, which are shown in Supporting Information, confirm
276 that the enhancements observed in the signals of HCl
277 monomers in J″ = 4−11 derive from trimer dissociation.
278 Farnik et al.27,28 reported a detailed rovibrational analyses and
279 band origins for all these isotopologs, and relying on their
280 reported band origins, we parked our IR laser at the R branch
281 transition of (H35Cl)3(Jtrimer=7−10). In this way, we avoided
282 exciting the other isotopolog bands except one of the split pair
283 of the (H35Cl)2H

37Cl (∼21% of the total intensity47). This has
284 been taken into account in our data analysis when necessary.
285 D. REMPI Spectroscopy and Rotational Distributions
286 of HCl Fragments. As discussed earlier, two different VP
287 channels are possible following excitation of the trimer’s H−Cl
288 stretch fundamental; Channel I (monomer + dimer) has an
289 excess energy of ∼1700 cm−1 [2809 to ∼1100 cm−1] and
290 Channel II (three monomers) restricts the excess energy to
291 ∼1300 cm−1 [2809 to ∼1500 cm−1]. The corresponding
292 maximum allowed J″ values for HCl from these channels are 12
293 and 10, respectively.
294 (2+1) REMPI spectra of HCl(J″) fragments obtained
295 through the f3Δ2(v′=0) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0) and V 1Σ+(v′=11

f3 296 and 12) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0) transitions are shown in Figure 3. The
297 spectra recorded following IR excitation show clear enhance-
298 ments in J″ = 4−8 but J″ < 5 levels have large contributions
299 from HCl monomers in the molecular beam.
300 The REMPI enhancement spectrum obtained via the V 1Σ+

301 state is shown in the right panel of Figure 3 and is assigned as
302 transitions from J″ = 5−7 for v′ = 11 ← v″ = 0 and J″ = 10 and
303 11 for v′ = 12← v″ =0 transitions. Enhancement from J″ = 8, 9

304(v′ = 11) and J″ = 12 (v′ = 12) cannot be observed due to
305overlap with a strong ion signal of unknown origin. The
306population of the highest observed rotational level, HCl-
307(J″=11), is small but its position matches well with published
308data.48 Because the V state is less predissociative, we used the V
309← X transition to estimate the relative populations of J″ ≥ 5
310levels. We did so by integrating the area under each peak, using
311line strength factors of 1,48 and multiplying the populations
312obtained via v′ = 12 excitation by a Franck−Condon factor of
3131.55.48 The relative populations of fragment HCl(J″) levels are
314 f4given in Table S1 in Supporting Information. Figure 4 presents

315a comparison of these populations and the relative populations
316computed by QCT calculations. Both theory and experiment
317show that the rotational populations decrease sharply for J″ ≥
3185, and the population of J″ = 11 is only ∼5% of the population
319of J″ = 5. Because J″ = 11 is the only level that is associated
320solely with Channel I, it has special importance in image
321analysis, as demonstrated below. According to the calculations
322the HCl rotational state distribution corresponding to Channel
323I is broad, encompassing all the allowed states and peaking at J″
324= 4.
325 f5E. Imaging Results and Dissociation Energies. Figure 5
326presents velocity distributions obtained from fragment ion
327images recorded by monitoring several HCl(J″) levels. All the
328images display isotropic angular distributions, attesting to the
329long lifetime of the trimer.27,28 For the reasons described above,

Figure 3. HCl fragment (2+1) REMPI spectrum obtained by exciting the H−Cl stretch of (HCl)3 and scanning the UV laser through the f3Δ2(v′=0)
← X 1Σ+(v″=0) [left] and V 1Σ+(v′=11 and 12) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0) [right] transitions of HCl. The left spectrum displays both “IR on” and “IR off”
scans, whereas the right panel shows the “IR on”−“IR off” spectrum.

Figure 4. Comparison of theoretical and available experimental HCl
monomer rotational populations.
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330 rotational levels J″ = 5 and 8 were monitored by using the
331 f3Δ2(v′=0) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0) transition, whereas J″ = 10, 11 were
332 detected using V 1Σ+(v′=12) ← X 1Σ+(v″=0). Our previous
333 work on dimers8−11,17,18 shows that the dissociation energy can
334 be determined with high accuracy when the velocity
335 distributions display distinct and different structural features,
336 because they all must be fit with a single value of D0.
337 Fortunately, this is true for most of the measured distributions,
338 as seen in Figure 5.
339 The dissociation energy for Channel I, D0(I), can be
340 determined directly from the image of J″ = 11 for which
341 Channel II is closed. In spite of its small population, the J″ = 11
342 velocity distribution shows clear and reproducible structural
343 features that constrain the fit.
344 To fit the J″ = 11 image we assigned, as before, a Gaussian-
345 shaped curve to each rotational level of each of the (HCl)2
346 cofragment vibrational levels and determined the positions of
347 these Gaussians using energy conservation:

ν +

= + +

+

h E

D E E

E

(trimer)

(Channel I) (monomer) (dimer)
IR int

0 rot vib,rot

T

348 Eint(trimer) is the internal energy of the trimer prior to
349 excitation, which depends on the beam temperature and the
350 specific excitation position of the trimer IR spectrum. hνIR is the
351 photon energy used for the vibrational excitation of the trimer
352 (2809 cm−1), and D0 is the dissociation energy for Channel I
353 (monomer + dimer). Erot(monomer) is the rotational energy of
354 the monitored HCl fragment, Evib,rot(dimer) is the rovibrational
355 energy of the dimer cofragment, and ET is the c.m. translational
356 energy. State selective REMPI defines Erot(monomer), and ET

357is determined from the image. Therefore, D0 and Evib,rot(dimer)
358are the unknown variables in the image.
359In determining Evib,rot(dimer), we need to consider the
360populations of the dimer’s four low-frequency intermolecular
361vibrations (no intramolecular vibrations are energetically
362allowed), and because not all have been obtained exper-
363imentally in the gas phase, we use the results of Qui et al.,15,49

364who performed six-dimensional quantum calculations and
365reported all the intermolecular anharmonic vibrational
366frequencies for the ground as well as for ν1 and ν2 excited
367(HCl)2. The available experimental values14,50−52 agree with
368the theoretical predictions of Qui et al.15,49 within 2−4 cm−1.53

369The dimer’s rotational energy levels were calculated using the
370published rotational constants by Schuder et al.54 We assigned a
371Gaussian shaped curve to each rotational state of (HCl)2 with a
372width characteristic of our experimental resolution.
373Figure 5 shows the best fit to the J″ = 11 distribution from
374which we determine D0(I) = 1140 ± 5 cm−1. The best fit to the
375structures in the image was obtained by using similar
376populations for all the fundamental intermolecular vibrations
377and excluding overtones and combination bands. Other dimer
378population distributions (e.g., including only rotational
379excitation, or giving equal populations to all energetically
380allowed vibrational levels) gave much less satisfactory fits to the
381data (see Supporting Information for examples). All the
382reasonable fits we tried changed D0(I) only slightly, and
383including other sources of error described below increased the
384final error estimate to ±20 cm−1.
385All other images include contributions from both channels I
386and II. Because Channel I gives rise to a dimer cofragment with
387a high density of rovibrational states, the velocity distribution
388associated with it is nearly structureless. Fortunately, D0(I)
389could be determined accurately from the J″ = 11 velocity

Figure 5. Velocity distributions (black curves) of state selected HCl photofragments in J″ = 5, 8, 10, and 11 rotational levels. The green and blue
curves are from simulated distributions for channels I and II, respectively, and the red curve depicts the total simulated distribution, which is
compared to the experimental distribution. See the text for details.
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390 distribution, and this value was used in fitting all the other
391 images, with the only variables in the fittings being D0 for
392 Channel II [D0(II)] and the population ratio Channel
393 I:Channel II.
394 The products of Channel II dissociation are three HCl
395 monomers, resulting in unique structural features in each
396 HCl(J″) velocity distribution. In Channel II, the cofragments
397 are two HCl monomers and no vibrational excitation is
398 possible. Therefore, the excess energy is distributed only among
399 the sparse rotational levels of the two HCl cofragments (whose
400 rotational energies are known precisely) and the c.m. ET.
401 At the end of the fitting process, we further fine-tuned the
402 dissociation energies for each individual image until we
403 obtained the best fits. Our final dissociation energies are the
404 average of the values obtained from several images, and image-
405 to-image deviations are included in our error bars. All four
406 images could be fit well with dissociation energies, 1138 and
407 1541 cm−1 for channels I and II, respectively. The estimated
408 internal energy of the HCl trimer prior to excitation is 4 ± 3
409 cm−1 [R branch transition with J″ = 7−10] and thus our final
410 dissociation energies are D0(I) = 1142 ± 20 cm−1 and D0(II) =
411 1545 ± 10 cm−1. We have given a larger error bar to D0(I) due
412 to the uncertainty in the intermolecular vibrational frequencies
413 of the dimer cofragments and their relative populations, and the
414 existence of only one image with Channel I as the sole product
415 channel.
416 Dissociation energies for the trimer and dimer are listed in

t1 417 Table 1. Two sets of theoretical dissociation energies were

418 computed using numerically exact anharmonic ZPEs and De
419 values obtained with the many-body potential (PES) and also
420 from complete basis set calculations (CBS). The anharmonic
421 ZPEs for the monomer, dimer and trimer are 1483, 3235 ± 1,
422 and 5260 ± 1 cm−1, respectively. Relative to harmonic ZPEs
423 the anharmonic values are red-shifted 14 cm−1 in the monomer,
424 81 cm−1 in the dimer, and 106 cm−1 in the trimer. Both the PES
425 and CBS dissociation energies are in excellent agreement with
426 the experimental measurements. The more accurate CBS values
427 deviate a maximum of 10 cm−1 when the theoretical and
428 experimental error bars are considered. Additional details of the
429 theoretical dissociation energies with respect to the error

430analysis and the CBS calculation are given in the Supporting
431Information.
432The experimental trimer dissociation energies obtained for
433Channels I and II and the dimer’s dissociation energy of 439
434cm−1 55 place the cooperative (nonadditive) contribution at
435∼250 cm−1, in good agreement with the theoretical values of
436∼251 and ∼271 cm−1, obtained for the two theoretical
437methods.
438F. Measured and Calculated Translational Energy
439 f6Distributions. Figure 6 displays the c.m. ET distributions
440derived from velocity distributions of HCl fragments in
441different J″ levels along with the corresponding distributions
442obtained from the QCT calculations for Channel I. Although
443the experimental and theoretical distributions match quite well
444for J″ = 10, they deviate progressively more as the monitored J″
445level decreases, with the greatest mismatch for J″ = 5.
446The cause for this mismatch becomes clear when one
447considers the possible internal energies of the dimer cofrag-
448ments associated with each monitored HCl(J″) monomer
449fragment. When these energies exceed the dimer’s dissociation
450energy of ∼430 cm−1, the dimer will further dissociate into two
451monomers. The QCT calculations and the experiments show
452that most of the products are formed via Channel I, with a
453fraction of the dimer fragments having high internal energies
454(see also Supporting Information). When these internally “hot”
455dimers dissociate, they produce monomers with a broad ET
456distribution extending to very low translational energies. We
457denote the dissociation of these “hot” dimer fragments,
458[(HCl)2]**, as Channel Ia:

** → +[(HCl) ] HCl HCl (Channel Ia)2

459The final velocity of the HCl(J″) monomer generated via this
460pathway depends on the velocities of dimers generated in
461Channel I and the velocity of HCl generated via Channel Ia.

⃗ = ⃗ + ⃗V V V (Channel Ia)HCl HCl dimer HCl

462Thus, the final observed HCl(J″) velocity distributions from
463Channel Ia include contributions from many internal energies
464and velocities of the dimer, making it impossible to reconstruct
465the exact velocity distribution for Channel Ia. However, we can
466still estimate the maximum ET via this channel from energy
467conservation, and predict the qualitative shape of the velocity
468distribution, as described below.
469Referring to the HCl(J″=5) ET distribution, and taking into
470account ∼430 cm−1 for the dimer’s dissociation energy and 319
471cm−1 for the energy of the HCl(J″=5) product, we find that the
472contribution of Channel Ia to the J″ = 5 image can derive only
473from dimers with internal energies greater than ∼750 cm−1.

Table 1. HCl Trimer and Dimer D0 Values in Wavenumbers

system D0 [PES] D0 [CBS] experiment

(HCl)3→ 3(HCl) 1526 ± 46 1564 ± 1 1545 ± 10
(HCl)3→HCl + (HCl)2 1102 ± 33 1133 ± 2 1142 ± 20
(HCl)2→ 2(HCl) 425 ± 29 431 ± 1 439 ± 155

Figure 6. c.m. ET distributions obtained by detecting HCl fragment (red curve) in J″ = 5, 8, and 10. Black curves are the corresponding distributions
obtained from the QCT calculation for Channel I.
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474 The fraction of dimers with this internal energy is small
475 (∼20%), and calculations show that it drops sharply as the
476 internal energy increases from 800 to 1400 cm−1 (see
477 Supporting Information). Thus, secondary dissociation ration-
478 alizes the low-ET component in the observed HCl distribution.
479 As expected, the contribution of Channel Ia decreases in going
480 from the J″ = 5−8 images, as the latter requires a minimum
481 dimer internal energies of ∼1050 cm−1, and the best agreement
482 between theory and experiment is indeed obtained for J″ = 10.
483 To obtain an estimate of the velocity distribution
484 corresponding to Channel Ia, we fitted the c.m. ET distribution
485 of J″ = 5 by using contributions from three channels as shown

f7 486 in Figure 7. For Channel I, we used the QCT calculated

487 distribution after smoothing, and scaled it to match the tail part
488 of the distribution. The Channel II distribution was taken from
489 the experimental fit (Figure 5) and scaled to reproduce the
490 structure and dip in the ET distribution. After these two partial
491 distributions were established, the distribution corresponding
492 to Channel Ia was generated simply by subtracting these from
493 the measured distribution. The fitted distribution for Channel
494 Ia shown in Figure 7 shows all the qualitative trends discussed
495 above; i.e., it is broad and smooth with a maximum at low
496 translational energies. This distribution also matches well with
497 the average ET of ∼62 cm−1 obtained in the QCT calculation
498 for HCl(J″=5) from Channel Ia, which is much lower than the
499 corresponding total Channel I average ET of ∼400 cm−1.

V. DISCUSSION
500 Previous high-resolution spectroscopic work on the ring HCl
501 trimer focused on the initial step of V−V transfer and suggested
502 that multiple time scales are involved in the VP.27,28 The
503 present work identifies the fragmentation channels of the
504 vibrationally excited trimer and elucidates dissociation mech-
505 anisms. It demonstrates that indeed breaking up the hydrogen
506 bonds following excitation of the H−Cl stretch of the trimer is
507 hard and that the lifetime of the trimer is long, greater than a
508 nanosecond. This presents a challenge for calculations as even
509 with long simulations, i.e., greater than 20 ns, dissociation of the
510 timer, on average, is not observed. Nevertheless, by combining

511theoretical and experimental results we are able to present, for
512the first time, a detailed picture of the dissociation process of an
513H-bonded network− from initial excitation to final energy
514distributions in the products.
515The theoretical calculations show that the rate-limiting step
516in the VP is the transfer of H−Cl stretch excitation to the
517intermolecular modes of the trimer. This is in agreement with
518Farnik and Nesbitt,27,28 who suggested on the basis of their
519spectroscopic work that V−V transfer is followed by energy
520transfer to low-frequency modes and then ring-opening.
521Indeed, simulations find that once the H−Cl stretch relaxes,
522one H-bond can break and the ring can transition to an open
523chain configuration, 737 cm−1 higher in energy. This conformer
524is stable enough to allow energy to localize and break a second
525H-bond, forming a monomer and dimer (Channel I). The
526minimum energy path to this configuration is demonstrated in
527 f8Figure 8.

528Both theory and experiment indicate that the HCl dimer
529fragment of Channel I has a broad distribution of rovibrational
530energies, which indicates that the distribution resembles to a
531large degree a microcanonical distribution. Fits to the measured
532velocity distributions of specific HCl(J″) levels correlated with
533dimer cofragments suggest that high overtones and combina-
534tion bands do not have large populations, and the major
535vibrational excitation involves fundamental levels of the dimer
536intermolecular modes.
537Some dimer fragments possess internal energies greater than
538their dissociation energy and these dimers further dissociate to
539two HCl monomers. Evidence for this secondary dissociation
540(Channel Ia) is obtained both from experiments (Figures 6 and
5417) and from the QCT calculations. The latter provide also the
542distribution of internal energies in the excited dimers, which in
543turn allows an estimation of the c.m. ET distributions associated
544with Channel Ia. The calculations and experiments both
545indicate that this ET distribution is structureless, extending to
546the maximum energy allowed by conservation of energy and
547peaking at low ET (Figure 7). It should be noted that this
548distribution is very different from what has been observed
549previously in dissociation of the HCl dimer.55 In the present
550calculations the dissociation starts from an excited state where
551energy is distributed microcanonically in all vibrations except
552for the H−Cl stretches, whereas in the previous experiments
553energy was initially deposited only in a H−Cl stretch vibration.
554Comparison of the two cases reveals that the form of initial

Figure 7. c.m. ET distribution obtained by monitoring HCl in J″ = 5
(red curve), and the fitted total distribution (blue) obtained by
summing contributions from Channel I (green), Ia (black), and II
(orange). See the text for details.

Figure 8. Minimum energy path from trimer to open-chain
configuration.
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555 excitation greatly influences the energy disposal in the
556 fragments.
557 The trajectory calculations show that even after reaching the
558 critical configuration of the open-chain trimer, the breaking off
559 of an HCl monomer is not instantaneous; it involves many
560 vibrational motions, with H-bonds breaking and re-forming
561 until finally an HCl monomer breaks off. An animation of the
562 final picoseconds of the trimer dissociation to a monomer and a
563 dimer is available in .avi format. Similar behavior has been
564 found before in QCT calculations of the water trimer.20 This
565 may indicate a common mechanism of breakup of cyclic
566 trimers. The measured rotational energy distribution of the
567 HCl monomer and the c.m. ET distributions correlated with
568 specific HCl(J″) fragment states are quite broad, in accordance
569 with the theoretical predictions.
570 The experimental results identify also a small fraction of
571 trimers that dissociate directly to three monomers (Channel
572 II). This channel is not seen in trajectory calculations that start
573 from the global minimum of the trimer. This is probably
574 because only a small number of the trajectories terminate in
575 dissociation (<10), and this ensemble is too small to reveal
576 minor channels. On the other hand, in the experiment Channel
577 II is evident because it leads to distinct structures in the
578 HCl(J″) velocity distributions. It appears that Channel II does
579 not proceed via a sequential breaking of H-bonds (Channels I
580 and Ia) but rather via a single step mechanism that involves the
581 breakup of all three H bonds at the same time.
582 The distinct structural features that appear in the pair-
583 correlated velocity distributions allow us to determine the
584 dissociation energies of Channels I and II very accurately, and
585 the experimentally determined values are in excellent agree-
586 ment with theory, as are the global rotational distributions. We
587 conclude that the new PES applied here is capable of describing
588 accurately both spectroscopic and dynamical properties of the
589 dissociating trimer. We are not aware of any other PES of a
590 trimer that has been tested so rigorously by comparisons to
591 both spectroscopic and VP observations.
592 Another important property of H-bonding is the nonadditive
593 cooperative contributions. Despite ring strain, we find that the
594 cooperative contribution is large, about 250 cm−1 of D0(I) of
595 ∼1100 cm−1; i.e., three-body effects contribute more than 20%
596 to the binding strength. Again, good agreement between theory
597 and experiment is achieved. It is noteworthy that cooperative
598 effects of the same magnitude have been observed and
599 calculated recently for the water trimer.20

600 In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the combination of
601 experiment and theory can yield a wealth of information and
602 accurate results on the detailed dissociation mechanism of the
603 ring HCl trimer. From an experimental perspective we have
604 shown that the VP of trimers that have distinct IR absorption
605 features can be studied in detail by using REMPI and VMI. The
606 theoretical calculations demonstrate that it is now possible to
607 describe properties of clusters such as D0 and cooperative three-
608 body interactions with excellent accuracy. The successful
609 description of the multichannel breakup of the benchmark
610 HCl trimer is important also in predicting the success of
611 calculations of dissociation dynamics of larger H-bonded
612 networks for which experiments are becoming progressively
613 more difficult. The excellent agreement between theory and
614 experiment demonstrated here attests to the ability of such
615 calculations to provide reliable values of properties and
616 mechanisms for larger H-bonded clusters.
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